TIMELINE OFDOCUMENTS REGARDING MICHAEL KREJCI1
7/15/78 – Ordination
5/24/78

Weakland letter to Krejci appointing him Associate Pastor at Our Lady of Good
Hope Parish in Milwaukee, effective July 18, 1978. (15113)

7/18/78 – Associate Pastor, Our Lady of Good Hope Parish, Milwaukee, WI
6/18/85

Weakland letter to Krejci appointing him a Pastoral Team Member at St. Gall
Parish in Milwaukee, effective June 18, 1985. (15217)

6/18/85 – Pastoral Team Member, St. Gall Parish, Milwaukee, WI
4/21/86

Vicar Log Entry No. 181. Sklba met with Krejci. In response to Sklba’s delicate
question regarding the occurrence with younger people at Our Lady of Good
Hope Parish, Krejci assured him that there had been no reoccurrence and that the
stresses in the ministry at St. Gall’s did not seem to cause any problems in that
regard. (41421)

6/27/86

Newman (Chancellor) letter to Krejci appointing him temporary administrator of
St. Gall Parish in Milwaukee, effective July 1, 1986. (15219)

7/1/86 – Temporary Administrator, St. Gall Parish, Milwaukee, WI
1/23/90

Periodic Review of Krejci: “There was some concern about ‘people living in the
house’ registered in the comments from parishioners. He indicated that one of the
men in the house will need to be encouraged to move in the next few years to gain
his own independence. The primary complaint would have to do with a 16 year
old boy who lived there temporarily . . . .” (15230-15242)

6/9/92

Sklba letter to Krejci, going back over periodic review from 1990, indicating that
a challenge will be maintaining a healthy balance between finding Krejci’s house
companions as peers or exercising some quasi-parental relationship to them as
younger individuals whom he mentors. (15244)

5/7/93

Weakland letter to Krejci appointing him Administrator of St. Boniface Parish in
Milwaukee while remaining Administrator of St. Gall Parish, effective July 1,
1993. (15245)

7/1/93 – Administrator, St. Boniface Parish, Milwaukee, WI and Administrator St. Gall Parish,
Milwaukee, WI
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survivor information that could potentially have identified individual abuse survivors.

6/14/94

Derfus letter to Weakland regarding an incident of sexual abuse of adolescent by
Krejci. Derfus said he reported incident to Bishop Brust, insisted Krejci receive
counseling, apologize to boy and parents, and no more camping with adolescents.
Reported that incident was widely known in parish at time. A father told Derfus
that Krejci was considering 2 different parishes with schools which is why Derfus
was writing. (14729) (50010)

9/29/94

Handwritten therapist notes regarding Krejci and therapist recommendations.
“Sees no alternative to compulsive masturbation…camping trip with a young boy
– could only think of self…bisexual…suicide potential, worried.” (15034-15036)

9/94

Krejci sent for inpatient treatment at Milwaukee Mental Health Center, continued
in various treatment programs until 1996. Results of evaluation: “sexually
preoccupied with sexual fantasies, fueled by sexually explicit material,
compulsive tendencies centering around sexual gratification.” (14729); (41912)

10/5/94

Vicar Log Entry No. 644. Sklba met with Piasecki and reviewed the current
situation, including the issues, allegations and questionable credibility of some of
the witnesses who have come forward. (41422)

11/94

Treatment at Medical College of Wisconsin – results of evaluation: sexual
compulsivity and violation of boundaries; antisocial personality disorder with
narcissistic and passive aggressive traits. (41912)

11/9/94

Vicar Log Entry No. 776. Sklba learns that arrangements have been made for
Krejci to spend 30 days of intensive assessment at the Psychiatric Hospital of
River Oaks in New Orleans. Current plan is that Krejci will return for the holidays
after treatment and then move to a 4 to 6 month intensive outpatient treatment in
St. Louis. (41354)

11/13/94

Handwritten note on what appears to be a hospital release, indicating Krejci was
arrested twice, unbeknownst to the Archdiocese. (14967)

11/14/94

Program Administrator for therapist’s office letter to Piasecki thanking her for
referring Krejci to Masters and Johnson. (14997)

11/19/94

Krejci letter to Sklba, he can also share letter with Rembert, reporting on
treatment at River Oaks. (15253-15255)

11/20/94

Central City Catholic Parishes, Milwaukee, Bulletin stating: “There has been a
shift in staffing on our Pastoral Team. Fr. Mike Krejci requested some personal
time off and Archbishop Weakland approved the request.” (14999-15003)

1/2/95 – St. Louis Consultation Center, MO
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1/6/95

Clinical Director of St. Louis Consultation Center letter to Weakland, writing to
confirm the admission of Krejci. (15263)

3/16/95

Krejci moving to another accommodation, Evergreen Hills Homes, “Wounded
Brothers Facility” Robertsville, MO. (15261) (14955-14958)

3/17/95

Director of St. Louis Consultation Center letter to Piasecki providing an interim
report regarding Krejci. “We recommend these materials be destroyed after use.”
“[H]is involvement has been complicated by the persistence of his sexual acting
out. Following your visit last week, Michael disclosed to the clinical team that he
had acted out on a number of occasions since moving to St. Louis.” “In addition,
we have shared with Michael our reservations about his ability at present to
engage celibate ministry in a safe way which does not allow the possibility of
scandal.” “Even though he acquired specific skills to deal with sexual impulse
control at River Oaks and even though he has attended twelve-step meetings
around sexuality, he has not taken the necessary steps to inhibit what is a
longstanding pattern of sexual acting out on his part.” “Normal inhibiting
mechanisms such as guilt or remorse do not appear to impede Michael’s
problematic sexual behavior.” (14955–14958)

3/27/95

Director of RECON (halfway house) letter to Weakland, taking Krejci on
recommendation of St. Louis Consultation Center. (14856)

3/28/95

Weakland letter to Krejci indicating that Krejci has no authorization to pursue any
ministry while in St. Louis, also placing restrictions on Krejci’s ministry: refrain
from unsupervised contact with minors, cease use of alcohol with or in presence
of anyone under 21; avoid all persons who in the past have been serious
temptation in the area of sexual morality; refrain from exercising public ministry.
(15126)

04/95

Recon progress report regarding Krejci. Krejci in halfway house that is strictly
monitored while receiving treatment. (49932)

05/95

Recon progress report regarding Krejci. Report indicates Krejci is not able to
define his own sexuality as heterosexual or homosexual and yet by his own
admission, homosexual thought patterns have dominated his life for the past
twenty years. Some of his sexual preferences are of a very dangerous nature. If
he does not soon being to deal with these fantasies, any hope of a recovery
remains doubtful. (14860)

5/24/95

Vicar Log Entry No. 381. Sklba met with Ken Derfus who reiterated the
restrictions which he immediately invoked at Our Lady of Good Hope Parish
upon first hearing any hint of allegation. (41355)
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5/30/95

St. Louis University Medical Center update regarding Krejci. Krejci was referred
to the group because has problems naming feelings and with compulsive
masturbation. (14862)

6/7/95

Piasecki Entry for Chart of Krejci. Indicates discussion about the Archbishop’s
decision to encourage Krejci to leave active ministry. At this point Krejci has not
been acting out sexually but director does not believe this is sustainable in
Krejci’s case. (14943)

6/9/95

Vicar log Entry No. 259 (CCS). Indicates the long-term prospects for Krejci not
acting out are not good. (41355)

7/14/95

Weakland letter to director at St. Louis Consultation Center. Under the
circumstances, he doesn’t see how Krejci could be permitted to function actively
as a priest. Upon his return to the Archdiocese, he will probably be forced to
restrict Krejci’s ministry. (15129)

7/17/95

Letter from Piasecki to Director of St. Louis Consultation Center enclosing a copy
of a news article regarding a recent WI supreme court decision barring individuals
from suing the church for negligent supervision, training, because church has First
Amendment rights. There will be a lot of backlash from survivors groups on this
but she is sure that perpetrators will try to use this to their advantage as well
regarding attempting to return to active ministry. (14942)

7/31/95

St. Louis University update regarding Krejci. Krejci received word that his
Bishop suggested that he seek laicization after his program ended. (14866)

8/5/95

Vicar Log Entry 613. Sklba spoke with Derfus who assured him that he had
shared the background of concern regarding Krejci’s ministry. (41356)

8/9/95

Saint Louis Consultation Center final report regarding Krejci. Outlining plan for
Krejci’s ongoing care. Krejci will continue to be the program for the next few
weeks, continue with individual psychotherapy, meet with a spiritual director,
continue his participation in Twelve Step meetings, stay in St. Louis to
participation in the problematic sexual behavior group, and recovery will be
monitored over a two-year period. (14948-14954)

8/17/95

Vicar Log Entry No. 624. Vicar learned the Krejci was doing better in his
extended therapy at St. Louis and Krejci was approved for six months of
continued work with residence at the Wounded Brothers Home in St. Louis.
Questions regarding Krejci’s ministry are open pending his continuing
cooperation and progress. (41357)

8/22/95

Weakland letter to Recon indicating that he been receiving constant reports and
felt that Mike was not making much progress and that perhaps after a longer stay
in St. Louis we could begin some kind of reintegration. Weakland believes,
though, it would be helpful for Mike to take some kind of vocational training
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program in the event that continued ministry in priesthood does not work out for
him. (49944)
11/26/95

Vicar Log Entry No. 413 (CCS). Krejci’s continuation in ministry is dependent
upon his evaluation. If Krejci is to remain in ministry, he could remain with Tom
Venne at Pewaukee with weekend help-out at St. Anthony on the Lake. (41358)

12/19/95

RECON monthly progress report to Weakland. Krejci informed him that the
Archdiocese is in the beginning states of formulating a plan for his possible return
to Milwaukee. (14879)

2/7/96

Vicar Log Entry No. 56 (CCS). Requested that Krejci remain in St. Louis until
June 15 and then be reassigned to full-time ministry. (41358)

2/12/96

RECON progress report to Weakland. Krejci is leaving the facility to move into
an apartment complex in St. Louis. Indicates that if it is the Archdiocese’s
intention to place Krejci back into active ministry, they would suggest that he
would be strictly monitored and that there would be a detailed aftercare plan set in
place. Relapse is always a potential, and both Krejci and the Archdiocese need to
keep this in mind regarding his future assignment. Krejci was compliant while he
resided at the facility and he followed all of the monitoring requires. He worked
hard at his recovery and the therapists hope that he takes one step at a time and
does not rush ahead of himself in his recovery. (14886)

3/6/96

Straub (Vicar for Clergy) letter to Msgr. Gajdos (Vicar for Priests in St. Louis)
indicating they see no reason to prohibit Krejci from helping out in the area of
Sacramental ministry in a parish in the St. Louis Archdiocese. The Vicar
discussed the matter personally with Krejci’s therapist, and they mutually agreed
that now this was appropriate procedure for Krejci. Krejci will be returning to
Milwaukee in June 1996. They will be assigning him to a parish as an assisting
priest to help one of the parish lay directors. (15273)

3/15/96

Krejci letter to Liz that he is helping out on weekends at a small AfricanAmerican Catholic Parish in St. Louis (Visitation-St. Ann). (14731)

3/15/96 – Help-out Work, Visitation-St. Ann Parish, St. Louis, MO
4/1/96

Vicar Log Entry No. 103 (CCS). Krejci “called to clarify his status, he is helping
out at an African-American parish on weekends during his time in therapy.”
(41359)

1996

Krejci permitted limited, part-time ministry with supervision and monitoring.
(14729)
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4/18/96

Sklba letter to Krejci appointing him Assisting Priest at St. Theresa Parish in
Eagle and that he assume the part time associate position at St. Anthony on the
Lake Parish in Pewaukee, effective July 1, 1996. (15276)

7/1/1996 – Assisting Priest, St. Theresa Parish, Eagle WI
9/3/96

Restrictions and Conditions of Ministry regarding Krejci, including continued
individual and group therapy, no unsupervised contact with minors, no overnight
guests, and avoiding all places and persons who have been sources or occasions of
serious temptations to violate sexual morality. (15280-15281)

3/23/04

Deposition of Fr. Ken Derfus regarding Krejci. Derfus was pastor at Lady of
Good Hope between 1978 and 1986. (50011; 50016)

3/28/96

Aftercare Report regarding Krejci. Recommends that Krejci continue with his
individual psychotherapy, spiritual direction, and support groups. (14906-14908)

3/14/97

Straub letter to Krejci. Envisions Krejci remaining at St. Theresa’s in Eagle for
the 1997-98 year. The Archdiocese will pay half of Krejci’s therapy fees.
Schneider will deduct the housing and food allowance up front. (49981)

5/29/96

Vicar Log Entry No. 567. In meeting with Piasecki, Sklba learned that she was
recommending continuation of weekly individual therapy, the possibility of an
a.s.a. support group, the consideration of restricted faculties and admission to the
monitoring system for Krejci. (41360)

7/13/97

Krejci letter to Weakland asking for some clarification regarding his status in. It is
Krejci’s understanding that a full-time assignment is not available for him at the
present time and that he is still on a kind of rehabilitative status in the eyes of the
Archdiocese. Krejci continues to meet weekly with his therapist, is in the
monitoring program, and meets monthly with his spiritual director. (15145)

7/17/97

Weakland letter to Krejci asking for patience as they sort out some issues and
indicating that a review process will take place before a full readmission to
ministry. (41710)

8/8/97

Vicar Log Entry No. 20 (TFK). Spoke with therapist, “unqualified ‘yes’ to
Mike’s return to ministry…two warning situations: 1) inner city parish and 2) a
place where isolation could develop.” (41361)

3/7/98

Vicar Log Entry No. 151. Sklba noted phone call from Piasecki who advocated
Krejci’s return to full assignment in view of the nature of his self-incrimination
and the extensive therapy received. (15445)

2/24/99

Vicar Log Entry No. 176 (JFH). The Archbishop has agreed to have Krejci
assigned to St. Theresa. (41363)
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4/26/99

Weakland letter to Krejci appointing him Pastor of St. Theresa in Eagle, effective
June 22, 1999. (41719)

6/22/99 – Pastor, St. Theresa Parish, Eagle, WI
7/1/99
7/17/00

Catholic Herald article indicating Krejci installed at St. Theresa. (15312)
Vicar Log Entry No. 654 (JFH). Krejci has been counseled not to offer himself to
help out at the summer chapel of St. Catherine, Lake Itasca, MN because he
would have to provide more confidential background info than necessary. (41364)

Summer 2000 Grundhaus (Diocese of Crookston) letter to Krejci regarding St. Catherine’s
Chapel at Lake Itasca, MN. Krejci will have faculties of Diocese of Crookston
for preaching and hearing confessions. Krejci is required to fill out a Sexual
Misconduct Form requiring disclosures about past allegations of sexual abuse.
(14836)
3/28/02

Vicar Log Entry No. 250 (JFH). No change in ministry at this time, but this may
change. (15447)

4/23/02

Survivor letter to Weakland regarding an allegation of abuse in 1979 involving
Krejci while he was assigned to Our Lady of Good Hope. Believes Krejci
received counseling and left for St. Gall’s. (15402)

5/1/02

Sexual Abuse Intake Report (regarding writer of 4/23/02 letter) documenting
abuse that occurred in 1979 while survivor was 12-13 years old. Fr. Derfus had a
meeting with some kids and their parents resulting in Krejci leaving for treatment.
(123901)

5/20/02

Reinke entry for file of Krejci, received a message that Hornacek confronted
Krejci with the allegations and he was “astounded.” Krejci admits to incidents
involving two boys, but not a third. (35407)

5/30/02

Reinke entry for file of Krejci. Krejci acknowledges molesting [redacted’s]
friends, but has denied molesting the individual who is the subject of the file
entry. (41621)
Vicar Log Entry 470 (JFH). Krejci informs Parish Counsel and staff at St.
Theresa that he is one of 6 priests whose files are being reviewed by Special
Commission because of history of sexual allegations. (15447)

5/31/02

McCann letter to Cusack indicating the criminal statute of limitations has expired
on the incident involving Krejci in 1979. (49890-49891)
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6/5/02

Krejci statement to parishioners at St. Theresa, disclosing he is one of 6 priests in
active ministry whose case the Special Commission to Study Allegations of
Sexual Abuse has been examining. Outlines history of his sexual abuse, when
disclosed, and treatment he received. Krejci explained that he had engaged in
inappropriate touching of two teenagers about 25 years ago. After the occurrence,
he met with the parents and the teenagers involved and apologized. Neither
family sought to bring charges. Krejci’s statement outlines protocols taken while
Krejci was assigned at St. Theresa’s parish – continues seeing a counselor, meets
regularly with a monitor, received extensive inpatient and outpatient therapy for a
year, he does not live alone but with another priest who is aware of the situation,
and, from the outset, there have been people at the parish where he has been
assigned since being permitted to resume ministry who are informed of his
history. He has had no contact with minors without other adults being present.
(15047-15048)

6/6/02

Hornacek notice to priests and parish directors indicating Krejci held a meeting at
St. Theresa to disclose that he is one of the six priests in active ministry whose
situation is being reviewed by the Special Commission. Krejci explained that he
had engaged in inappropriate touching of two teenagers about 25 years ago. After
the occurrence, he met with the parents and the teenagers involved and
apologized. Neither family sought to bring charges. Krejci came forward to selfdisclose the behavior and to seek help. He received extensive inpatient and
outpatient treatment while working part-time in secular employment and part-time
in ministry. He was gradually permitted back into active ministry n the
Archdiocese. Outlines protocols taken while Krejci was assigned at the parish –
continues seeing a counselor, meets regularly with a monitor, he does not live
alone but with another priest who is aware of the situation, and, from the outset,
there have been people at the parish where he has been assigned since being
permitted to resume ministry who are informed of his history. He has had no
contact with minors without other adults being present. (41558-41559) (14730)

6/7/02

Vicar Log Entry No. 487 (JFH). Statement sent out regarding Krejci to state that
he was to have no unsupervised contact with young people. (15448)

6/11/02

Vicar Log Entry No. 512 (JFH). Vicar was phoned by individual who contacted
the Archdiocese on 4/23/03. Individual claims Krejci is not being honest about
allegations because Krejci denies any abuse of the individual in 1979 while on a
camping trip. Worries about potential for current inappropriate behavior.
Believes in this case the Church favors the alleged perpetrator in this case by
keeping Krejci in the parish. (41367)

6/13/02

Reinke entry for file of [redacted] (Same person who is the subjection of the
6/11/02 entry). She left a message for survivor, promising him that one of 2
things would happen next week, either Krejci permanently removed from ministry
per Dallas charter, or Krejci temporarily suspended from active ministry pending
independent fact-finding process of the survivor’s report. (15414)
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6/17/02

Woman reported abuse of 2 boys by Krejci when at St. Gall’s. Woman reports
that the boys will not report the incidents themselves. (14734)

6/19/02

Parishioner letter to Montalvo (Apostolic Nuncio), writing to explain how Krejci
has violated the restrictions Milwaukee has on his ministry. There is no longer a
site monitor and he sleeps alone at rectory 2 nights a week. Not always another
adult present when Krejci is alone with minors. Asking that Krejci be removed
from St. Theresa’s. (15072-15073)

Undated

Parishioner letter to Montalvo asking for Krejci’s removal from assignment.
(15076)

6/24/02

Montalvo letter to Sklba, forwarding letters from parishioners at St. Theresa’s.
(15071)

6/28/02

Sklba response to letter above. States that at Sklba’s direction, Krejci has left St.
Theresa Parish. (41964)
Sklba letter to Krejci, appointing temporary administrator at St. Theresa’s to
replace Krejci. Krejci will have ongoing salary until August and ongoing health
care benefits. (15345)

7/2/02

Lagges (Krejci’s canonical advocate) letter to Sklba. Unclear what canonical
process is being followed and the basis for Krejci’s removal from the parish.
States that because the case involves sexual misconduct with a minor, it must be
referred to the Congregation of the Doctrine of the Faith because the Holy See has
reserved this crime to itself, making the diocesan bishop incompetent to handle
such matters without a mandate from the Congregation for the Doctrine of the
Faith. (15354-15355)

7/22/02

Sklba letter to Lagges indicating the formal processes that will need to be
undertaken in Krejci’s case are still pending. Krejci remains the pastor of St.
Theresa Parish. However in best judgment, having him remain physically present
at parish could serve no good purpose for him or community. (15357-15358)

8/14/02

Vicar Log Entry No. 588. Sklba had conversation with Hornacek and Krejci
regarding the reasons for their decision for Krejci to leave St. Theresa’s.
Concerns include: the need to implement the Dallas policy in order to show
Archdiocesan concern for addressing the national crisis; the negative letters
received through the office of the Nuncio; and the public accusation from the
Central City listening session. (41368)

11/4/02

Dolan letter to Krejci indicating that they are waiting for clearer resolution from
the Holy See and the Catholic Conference of Bishops. (41592)
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11/14/02

Archdiocese’s letter to Mr. John Fiorenza thanking him for accepting Krejci’s
case to review and investigate. District Attorney has already advised the
prosecution is not possible because of the statute of limitations. (15401)

12/5/02

Dolan letter to Krejci, stating that he cannot foresee ever authorizing his return to
ministry, nor would he recommend him to another diocese or religious
community. Asks for resignation and that he not present himself as a priest
publicly. (15172)
Dolan letter to parishioners indicating that while they can forgive Krejci, they
must be able to assure people that no priest who has ever abused a minor is now
assigned. (15173)

1/13/03

Vicar Log Entry No. 45 (JFH). Additional questions to be explored by the Vicar,
including what information will be released to future employers regarding a priest
in Krejci’s situation. (41369)

1/16/03

Dolan letter to Krejci indicating he has grave reservations about the wisdom of
continuation in ministry. Asking Krejci to submit resignation as requested.
(41935)

1/27/03

Hornacek letter to Krejci responding to three unanswered questions from their
prior conversation about what information would be released by the Archdiocese
to future employers regarding a priest in Krejci’s situation. Suggest that Krejci be
candid with his future employer and that he not seek a reference letter from
Hornacek because it would be very difficult to know exactly how much to say
especially if there was any possibility of Krejci working with youth. Dolan has
no choice but to send each case to the Congregation for the Doctrine of the Faith.
(56155)

2/5/03

Hornacek letter to Krejci proposing plans to resolve his “situation.” 1) offer
$20,000 for voluntary laicization ($10,000 when the petition is submitted and
$10,000 when a definitive response is received); or 2) penal process. (15382)

2/5/03

Dolan letter to Krejci informing him that he is proceeding with removal as pastor
at St. Theresa per canonical norms. (15052-15053)

3/7/03

Reasons for Seeking the Removal from the Office of Pastor of Krejci. (15059)
Meeting with Pastor Consulters. Dolan met with Fr. Britain and Fr. Rebatski
regarding Krejci. They advised that Dolan proceed with the next step in the
process and issue the decree of removal on the basis that his ministry has become
ineffective. (15058)

3/10/03

Per Krejci letter to Dolan dated March 10, 2003, in April 1986 Krejci informed
Sklba and “at least some others at the Archdiocese” of his “situation.” He clearly
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explained to him what had occurred at Our Lady of Good Hope in the summer of
1979 and how he’d dealt with things. Krejci letter to Dolan asking why justice is
punishing him further now, when in the past, Sklba knew about “his situation”
since April 1986, and yet he had no limitations and became administrator of St.
Gall’s Parish and St. Boniface also. (15056-15057)
3/28/03

Dolan decree for the removal of Krejci as pastor of St. Theresa Parish. (1506015061)

3/31/03

Dolan letter to Krejci indicating he has proceeded with the removal in observance
of the canonical norms. (56145)
Dolan precept imposing restrictions on Krejci. (56148)

4/17/03

JAF Memo to file regarding report of telephone conference with Father Ken
Derfus. Derfus indicated he was aware of a situation concerning [redacted] and
that the boys had gone camping with Krejci and it was reported that there was
some sexual contact at this time. Has no knowledge of another incident. (41645)

7/30/03

Listing circumstances of alleged delict(s). Among the listing is an accusation
from the early 1980’s that states that there was an admission by Krejci at the time
and subsequently. Father Derfus said he reported the incident to Bishop Brust at
the time, insisted that Krejci receive psychological counseling, apologize to the
boy and his parents, and take no more camping trips with adolescents. (4190941913)

7/30/03

Krejci in residence at rectory at St. Anthony’s Parish in Pewaukee, asked to move
because of proximity of a parish school. Refused to move, even though offered
room and board at diocesan facility. Still being supported by Archdiocese,
receiving health, medical and dental. (41913)

7/10/03

Angelo Amato (Titular Archbishop of Sila) letter to Dolan regarding Krejci’s
asking that the complete acts of the case be forwarded. (15100)

7/22/03

Emails between Reinke and Cusack, agreeing that allegation involving attempted
(but not completed) advance by Krejci is not a case to move to mediation because
while a sexual abuse may have been attempted, it did not occur. (35404)

7/30/03

Canonical Proceedings for the Removal of Pastor. Dolan letter to Ratzinger,
enclosing the Acta from the Krejci case, submitting for consideration the fact that
Krejci has been accused of multiple acts of sexual abuse of minors. Summary of
allegations is enclosed. (15399-15400)

12/27/03

Dolan met with Fr. Britain and Fr. Rebatski who advised that he proceed with the
next step and formalize the request for resignation. (41931)
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7/8/04

Dolan letter to survivor indicating he has authorized the release of names of
priests restricted from all priestly ministry. (35402)

1/31/05

Federick (Vicar for Clergy) letter to Krejci informing him that his case has been
sent to the CDF in Rome. (41414)

2/7/05

Dolan letter to Ratzinger indicating that while Krejci’s case is pending, the
Archdiocese is paying the full salary and benefits and asking that the recourse
portion of the cases be expedited. (41923)

2/25/05

Dolan letter to Krejci listing reasons he agreed to release the list of names of
priests restricted from ministry. (15179)

8/31/05

Frederick letter to Krejci informing him of the status of his case in Rome. The
Archbishop continues to petition for a dispensation from prescription and
instructions on a penal trial. Last communication with CDF was February 7, 2005
and there has been no reply. (41396)

10/13/06

Fr. Joseph Augustine DI NOIA (CDF) letter to Dolan indicating the cleric’s
recourse has been rejected and the Dicastery grants a derogation from the law of
prescription, as requested, and authorizes initiation of a penal judicial process.
(49772)

11/16/06

Dolan letter to Krejci indicating the recourse he filed against the removal of
pastor decree was denied, therefore St. Theresa parish office of pastor is vacant.
Krejci has one more opportunity to seek voluntarily laicization. (41764)

2/1/07

Decree signed by Dolan opening the penal process regarding Krejci. (49773)

3/1/08

Supplex Libellus – petition against Krejci. (49777-49780)

5/16/08

Krejci testimony in canonical trial. (50023-50049) (50063) (50023) (5003850042) (50067-50068)
[Redacted]’s testimony in Krejci’s canonical trial. (50075) (50111-50114)
Sklba’s testimony in Krejci’s canonical trial. (50158-50187)
Krejci’s canonical trial transcript indicates that at the time of the camping trip
incidents, what happened while he was at Our Lady of Good Hope Parish was
public knowledge within the parish. (50039)
Per Krejci’s canonical trial transcript: While at Our Lady of Good Hope, students
who were abused spoke to one of the teachers and the teacher went to the school
principal and pastor: Reverend Kenneth Derfus. Derfus met with Krejci and
encouraged Krejci to meet with the parents and apologize. (50034-50035)
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Per Krejci’s canonical trial transcript: Krejci met with Sklba in 1986. Sklba told
Krejci that Brust received a letter regarding sexual abuse allegations, Sklba asked
Krejci if Krejci had “taken care of things” or had he “sought some treatment.”
Krejci told him he’d apologized to the parents and was dealing with things.
(50038-50040)
6/5/08

Archdiocese of Milwaukee Support and Safety Plan for Krejci. (41672)

5/2/11

Rev. Hartmann (Judicial Vicar) letter to Cardinal Levada enclosing the First
Instance Acts of the penal trial of Krejci. Definitive sentence delivered to him on
March 31, 2011, no appeal, sentence is res judicata. (49768)

5/5/11

Decker (Defender of the Bond) letter to Rev. Sambi (Apostolic Nuncio) enclosing
penal case to CDF, requesting that the case be sent to Congregation for the
Doctrine of Faith through the diplomatic pouch. (49767)

Undated

Handwritten notes indicating “no questions that he cannot be” when referring to
pedophilia and ephebophilia. (15020)

Undated

Restrictions and Conditions of Ministry imposed on Krejci. (41903)

Undated

Handwritten note indicating several concerns about Krejci’s ministry and
decisions he made while at St. Gall’s. (15005)
Krejci statement to “Jerry and Joe” to be communicated to the media. He
disclosed on April 21, 1986, that he inappropriately touched two teens in 1979.
(50006)

Undated

Undated

Per handwritten notes, in the summer of 1989 16 year old staying overnight at
rectory at St. Gall’s. 2/29 “1 st report of inappropriateness in the rectory. At one
point 5-6 African-American teenagers living in rectory with Krejci. Indicates
inappropriateness, genitals being exposed, and walking in on Krejci lying on top
of one of the males. Handwritten notes indicate meeting with Jeannine MidaOwens working at St. Gall’s. She went to her office after hours and Krejci was
engaging in oral sex with minor male with porn going on. This happened in May
1992. (15014-15028)
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